Prestige & Matisse

Making life easier.

PRESTIGE
P2000

matisse
M2000
The next generation of Prestige

Prestige is making life easier with its stylish, practical appearance and performance. P2000 switches and power outlets have been designed and made here in Australia with you in mind. The larger than standard ‘soft-switch’ mechanism has been designed to provide for those of you who would find regular switches difficult to use. Why live with difficulty when Prestige can make life easier.

The series is highlighted with streamlined bevelled edges and a generally softer appearance in a choice of plate sizes.

Prestige P2000’s bold style is the perfect means of creating a sense of strength and functionality in architectural projects.

The oversized switch surface is of particular benefit for the very young, the elderly, the visually impaired or those with limited movement, all of whom may find regular switches difficult to use.
When new homes or projects are planned, electrical accessories are often sadly neglected as an important part of the overall interior decor.

Today, more than ever, flexibility is the key to successful design and in this respect Prestige P2000 is an all-round achiever.

All covers are interchangeable, so that your electrical accessories will always stay perfectly in tune with you décor.

This flexibility means that Prestige P2000 is as expressive as you are.

Although our range of assembled products is an extensive one, you may have an installation that requires something special. In these circumstances, grids, covers and accessories can be purchased and assembled to your needs or ordered as a special product that we can make up for you.

All of which makes Prestige P2000 the perfect compliment to any interior project.

All P2000 mechanisms are interchangeable with any of the covers and can be assembled to your needs.

Grids and covers are also available in one to four gang assemblies to cater for any installation.

Even colours and finishes can be mixed and matched as required, meaning that P2000 is as fashionable as it is functional.
The Prestige P2000 Series includes single and twin power outlets and flush switches from one to four gang.

Together with light dimmer controls, fan speed controllers, antenna sockets and phone plates, P2000’s impressive repertoire can easily cover all of your electrical needs. There is a choice of popular rectangular plates or large oversized plates.

An Impressive range of products

Easy decorating

When decorating, P2000 covers can be removed, enabling painting or papering right up to the grid assembly. Then simply replace the cover for the perfect finish.

Snap in painting shields for grid assemblies are also available. These paint shields provide total protection of the gridplate when painting and even allow the use of a spray-gun.

The clever design of the P2000 Series means that there are no screws, screw caps or ridges visible on the product to gather dirt and dust. All surfaces of P2000 products are stain resistant and simply wipe clean with a cloth.
The attractive design of Prestige P2000 is further enhanced with an extensive choice of new colours and finishes, all of which can be mixed and matched to suit any decor.

All visible moulded components are available in 12 colours, with covers available in a further 5 metal plate finishes.
Europe has long been a source of creativity and inspiration for the rest of the world. In areas as diverse as the automotive industry, architecture, fashion and art, European designers continue to lead the way.

Now even electrical accessories are starting to reflect the latest European trends. Take for example the superb Clipsal M2000 Matisse Range of switches. Like the famous artist of the same name, these switches display a sense of unique style and bold design.

Matisse offers a choice of one, two and three gang switches, with or without inbuilt neon. All models suit standard mounting accessories.
M2000 Matisse grid plates are compatible with surrounds from the innovative Clipsal 2000 Series. Therefore, you can create your own combinations using deep base, multigang, metal or coloured 2000 Series surrounds.

Features of Matisse:

- Large actuator makes switches easy to use
- 1, 2 and 3 gang switches available
- Neon versions available. These can be switched:
  - ON when switch is ON
  - ON when switch is OFF
  - Permanently ON (if neutral available)
- 1 way/2 way operation, looping terminal (250V 10A~50Hz)
- 84mm mounting as well as corner fixing facility
- High gloss easy care finish
- Impact resistant design
- Compatible with 2000 Series mounting accessories, including metal and multigang surrounds.
- Can be used in conjunction with 2000 or P2000 power outlets.

With surface mounting kit (2000SMK*)

With 2 gang horizontal surround. (2000H2 also available in 3 gang, 2000H3)

With 2 gang vertical surround (2000/2*)

With 3 gang vertical surround (2000/3*)

Gold (GD)  Chrome (CH)

Brushed Brass (BB)  Gun Metal (GM)

Brushed Aluminium (BA)

2000M Metal Surrounds.
The Matisse Range is available in six colours: White Electric (WE), Cream (CM), Soft Grey (SG), Desert Sand (DS), Black (BK) and Brown (BR).

In addition, any single gang 2000 Series surround can be used with the M2000 Matisse switch plate. Please see the 2000 Series brochure for the huge choice of colours and finishes available.

2000 series metal surrounds are known as catalogue number 2000M.

### Moulded Plate Finishes

- **White Electric (WE)**
- **Cream (CM)**
- **Soft Grey (SG)**
- **Desert Sand (DS)**
- **Brown (BR)**
- **Black (BK)**

### Metal Plate Surrounds

- **Gun Metal (GM)**
- **Gold (GD)**
- **Chrome (CH)**
- **Brushed Brass (BB)**
- **Brushed Aluminium (BA)**
Prestige P2000 Products Available

Power Outlets

Single Switched Socket
250V 10A
P2015 #

Single Switched Socket
with two extra Switches
250V 10A
P2015XX ##

Single Switched Socket with Neon
250V 10A
P2015N #

Twin Switched Socket
250V 10A
P2025/2 #

Single Switched Socket
250V 15A
P2015/15 #

Twin Switched Socket with Neons
250V 10A
P2025/2N #

Single Switched Socket
250V 10A
P2015V #

Twin Switched Socket
250V 15A
P2025/2/15 #

Covers Only

For decorative metal covers, add M and colour reference to catalogue number eg. P2001/2M,CH.

Single Switched Socket
250V 10A
P2015/2 #

Single Switched Socket
250V 15A
P2015/2/15 #

Single Switched Socket
with extra Switch
250V 10A
P2015X ##

P2001 Single aperture
P2002 Two aperture

P2001/2 Single aperture
P2002/2 Two aperture
P2003/2 Three aperture
P2004/2 Four aperture
Flush Switches
1 Way/2 Way Single Gang Vertical Switch 240V 10A P2031VA #
1 Way/2 Way Single Gang Vertical Switch 240V 15A P2031VA15 #
1 Way/2 Way Two Gang Vertical Switch 240V 10A P2032VA #
1 Way/2 Way Single Gang Vertical Switch 240V 10A P2031/2VA #
1 Way/2 Way Two Gang Vertical Switch 240V 10A P2031/2VA #
1 Way/2 Way Three Gang Vertical Switch 240V 10A P2033/2VA ##
1 Way/2 Way Four Gang Vertical Switch 240V 10A P2034/2VA ##

Light Dimmers
Single Light Dimmer and Switch to suit low voltage lights with iron-core transformers and incandescent lighting 220/250V 450W P2032E450L #
Single Light Dimmer and Switch for low voltage lights with electronic transformers and incandescent lighting 220/250V 450W P2032E450T #
Fan Speed Controller with Switch 220/250V 500W P2032E500F #

Telephone Plate
Standard Size Telephone Plate with RJ45 Socket Mech P2031VRJ #

Grid & Cover Sets
For grid and cover assemblies without mechanisms for self-assembly of non-standard configurations, change relevant catalogue numbers from VA to VH.
eg. P2031VA becomes P2031VH.
For further product detail refer to the Prestige P2000 Technical Catalogue, or “Alfred” CD-Rom Catalogue.
#  Fits standard mounting accessories
## Requires two gang mounting accessories

Universal Fan Speed Controllers

Antenna Sockets
75 Ohm Connection Socket for free to air television P2031TV75 #
F-Type Connection Socket for Pay TV P2031TV75F #

Mounting Adaptor
P30Z #
30 Series Mechanism Mounting Clip
Universal mounting accessory for all 30 Series mechanisms.
Suitable for datacomms, telephone antenna, speaker outlets and cord outlet grommets, etc.
Matisse M2000 Products Available

Flush Switches

1 Way/2 Way Single Gang Horizontal Switch 250V 10A
M2031HA #

1 Way/2 Way Two Gang Horizontal Switch 250V 10A
M2032HA #

1 Way/2 Way Three Gang Horizontal Switch 250V 10A
M2033HA #

Flush Switches with Neons

1 Way/2 Way Single Gang Horizontal Switch with Neon, 250V 10A
M2031HNA #

1 Way/2 Way Two Gang Horizontal Switch with Neon, 250V 10A
M2032HNA #

1 Way/2 Way Three Gang Horizontal Switch with Neon, 250V 10A
M2033HNA #

Dimmers & Fan Controllers

Dimmer (Leading Edge) suitable for use with incandescent lighting and low voltage downlights with iron core transformers, 250V 450W
M2032E450L #

Dimmer (Trailing Edge) suitable for use with incandescent lighting and low voltage downlights with electronic transformers, 250V 450W
M2032E450T #

Fan Speed Controller 250V 500W
M2032E500F #
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Customer Service
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You can find this brochure and many others online in PDF format at: clipsal.com
Follow the links off the home page or access the following page directly:
clipsal.com/wat_lib_pdf.cfm
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